Introduction {#sec1}
============

Communication between neurons is established by neurotransmitters. Once a signal in the form of an electric current arrives to the axon terminal of the presynaptic neuron, it is chemically transmitted to the postsynaptic neuron by calcium-dependent release of neurotransmitters into the synaptic gap. Ligand-gated ion channels and G-protein-coupled receptors on the postsynaptic neuronal dendrites are activated upon binding these signaling molecules. Activation of these proteins generates excitatory or inhibitory responses in the postsynaptic cell.^[@ref1]^ The neurotransmitter:sodium symporter (NSS) family of transporters regulate neurotransmission by uptake (or reuptake) of excess neurotransmitters into neighboring glial cells (or the presynaptic cell).^[@ref2],[@ref3]^ The transport of neurotransmitters into the intracellular (IC) region against their concentration gradient is assisted by the cotransport of Na^+^ ions down their electrochemical gradient across the membrane---hence the name secondary transporters or symporters.^[@ref4]^ Control of synaptic levels of neurotransmitters is essential to avoiding several neurological disorders and cytotoxicity. NSS dysfunctions have been linked to epilepsy,^[@ref5]^ depression,^[@ref6],[@ref7]^ anxiety,^[@ref8],[@ref9]^ attention-deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD),^[@ref10]^ and Parkinson's disease,^[@ref7]^ and they serve as targets for a wide range of therapeutic or illicit drugs.

The first crystallographically resolved transporter providing structural information on the NSS family was a bacterial homologue, sodium:leucine transporter (LeuT). LeuT transports leucine and other small amino acids, such as alanine, across the bacterial cell membrane. Its structure, known as the "LeuT fold" is composed of 12 transmembrane (TM) helices organized in two inverted 5-helix repeats, TM1--5 and TM6--10.^[@ref11]^ The α-helical geometries of TM1 and TM6 are disrupted halfway across the membrane bilayer, thus providing binding sites for the substrate (Leu, Ala, or other amino acids) and Na^+^ ions. The transporter visits several states during the transport cycle, which permits it to bind, translocate, and release the substrate and ions from the extracellular (EC) to the IC region. The originally resolved LeuT structure was in an outward-facing (OF), substrate-bound, closed/occluded (OF*c*) state,^[@ref11]^ which means that the TM helices form an EC-facing vestibule while the EC gate-forming residues occlude/close the gate to prevent the escape of substrate/ions back to the EC region. In subsequent years, LeuT has been resolved in other states as well, including a substrate-free outward-facing open (OF*o*) state with bound Na^+^,^[@ref12]^ and without Na^+^ prior to uptake of substrate/Na^+^,^[@ref13]^ and substrate/Na^+^-free inward-facing (IF) open (IF*o*)^[@ref12]^ states, providing plenty of structural data for modeling the structure and dynamics of LeuT and mammalian homologues in NSS family.

The OF and IF states are global conformational properties defined by the overall packing of the TM helices; the substrate-binding pocket faces the EC or IC region, in these respective states; and open and closed refer to the local conformation of residues that serve as EC or IC gates for controlling the entry or exit of the cargo in either OF or IF states. Comparison of the crystallographically resolved OF*o* and IF*o* states of LeuT shows reorientations in TM1 and TM6 ([Figures [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} and [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}), accompanied by cooperative rearrangements in TM helices. In addition to structural information obtained from X-ray crystallography, insights into the equilibrium distribution of these states and their kinetics have been provided by single-molecule florescence resonance energy transfer (smFRET) imaging^[@ref14]^ and double electron--electron resonance (DEER) spectroscopy measurements.^[@ref15]^

![LeuT and hDAT dimers. The ribbon diagrams display the conformers for OF*o* (A) and IF*o* (B) LeuT dimer and OF*o* (C) and IF*o* (D) hDAT dimer used for ANM analysis. The LeuT dimeric interface involves contacts between TM9 and TM12; the hDAT dimer interface involves contacts between TM2, TM6, and TM11. TM1 and TM6 (labeled) show significant reorientation between the OF and IF states. Cys306 on both protomers are shown by yellow beads. Diagrams are generated using VMD,^[@ref66]^ using B-spline style for visual clarity.](jp-2016-098764_0001){#fig1}

![Overlap between computationally predicted ANM modes and experimentally observed structural change ***d***~OF**↔**IF~ for LeuT. (A and C) The bars display the correlation cosines between ***d***~OF↔IF~ and the ANM global modes 1--10 predicted for (A) OF*o* and (C) IF*o* conformers. Results for the LeuT dimer (residues R11-R507 of both protomers) and for the monomer (R11-R507) are shown by the respective red and blue bars. Protomers (red) exhibit a significantly higher overlap (than the isolated monomers) with experimental data. (B and D) Ribbon diagrams illustrate the movements along ANM mode 3 (ANM3) in both cases, which yields the highest overlap with experiments. Arrows indicate the directions of displacements; their lengths are based on an RMSD of 4 Å. For clarity, arrows shorter than 2.5 Å are not shown. The insets in (A) and (C) highlight the motions of TM1 (green) and TM6 (red). In this case, all arrows larger than 1 Å are shown. The starting and ending states of the helices are displayed in lighter/brighter and darker colors, respectively.](jp-2016-098764_0002){#fig2}

The LeuT fold is shared by many transporters belonging to the NSS family, including Mhp1, vSGLT, BetP, CaiT, and AdiC1. Among them, dopamine transporter (DAT) controls dopamine levels in the synapse by cotransport of dopamine and two Na^+^ ions and channeling of one chloride (Cl^--^) ion. Dysfunction of human DAT (hDAT) has been linked to ADHD, bipolar disorder, clinical depression, and alcoholism.^[@ref16],[@ref17]^ DAT is a target for therapeutic antidepressants and for illicit or addictive drugs including cocaine and amphetamine (AMPH).^[@ref16]−[@ref18]^ The first structure resolved for DAT was that of *Drosophila melanogaster* DAT (dDAT) in an antidepressant-bound OF*o* state,^[@ref19]^ and subsequently dopamine-, AMPH-, and cocaine-bound OF states have been resolved.^[@ref20]^ Human DAT (hDAT) shares more than 50% sequence identity with dDAT and 22% sequence identity with LeuT. We recently generated a structural model for the OF*o* hDAT monomer based on the known structure of the dDAT monomer; and showed that the structure efficiently translocated dopamine from the EC to the IC region.^[@ref21]^

At present, there is no consensus on whether the functional state of LeuT is monomeric or dimeric, or possibly both. Crystal structures in either homodimeric or monomeric state have been resolved for OF LeuT,^[@ref12],[@ref13],[@ref22]^ whereas the IF*o* structure has been resolved as a monomer.^[@ref12]^ The Gouaux lab investigated the LeuT structure in a range of crystal environments and reported that a frequent feature is the stabilization of a parallel LeuT dimer.^[@ref22]^ Moreover, oligomerization of NSSs has been suggested to be essential to their trafficking to the plasma membrane and efficient substrate transport.^[@ref23]^ DAT has been shown to exist as a dimer or a higher oligomer in several studies.^[@ref24]−[@ref28]^ Oligomerization has been linked to cooperativity among monomeric units^[@ref29]^ and to AMPH-induced dopamine efflux.^[@ref30],[@ref31]^ The interfacial contacts observed in LeuT dimer are mainly between TM9 and TM12 ([Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}A and B). In DAT, homodimers were detected upon cross-linking the EC ends of the TM6 helices using the endogenous Cys306.^[@ref24]^ In addition, a leucine repeat in TM2 of hDAT was implicated in oligomer formation^[@ref28]^ raising the question of whether NSS members could use different interfaces for oligomerization.

A number of computational studies have been performed for gaining further insights into the structure and dynamics of LeuT,^[@ref32]−[@ref40]^ and hDAT using LeuT^[@ref41],[@ref42]^ or dDAT^[@ref21],[@ref43]−[@ref45]^ as a template. Among them, our previous studies^[@ref39],[@ref40]^ were (to the best of our knowledge) the only simulations of LeuT wild-type (WT) dimer dynamics. The IF*o* dimer conformation was generated therein using the dimerization interface observed in the OF*o* crystal structure as a template. Likewise, using accelerated MD (aMD)^[@ref46]^ and conventional MD (cMD) we identified *in silico* the OF*o* and IF*o* conformations for hDAT monomer,^[@ref21]^ and we generated structural models for the OF*o* and IF*o* hDAT dimers (unpublished results) by combining the results from docking and further MD simulations.

MD simulations can sample conformational states and transitions at atomic level. However, accurate sampling of the entire conformational space is a challenge, especially for large systems; and the cooperative dynamics of multimeric structures is often beyond the scope of MD simulations. To assess the functional significance of NSS oligomerization, at least from one perspective, we investigated the structural dynamics of LeuT and hDAT in both monomeric and dimeric forms using the anisotropic network model (ANM).^[@ref47]^ ANM is a simple physics-based model that approximates proteins as a network of beads and springs. The structural dynamics predicted by the ANM is fully defined by inter-residue contact topology. Earlier studies have shown that the global modes predicted by the ANM are robust to variations in local structure and energetics, and they closely overlap with principal modes of motions observed in micro- to millisecond MD simulations.^[@ref48]−[@ref51]^ Moreover, ANM-predicted motions generally agree with the structural changes experimentally observed upon ligand/inhibitor binding,^[@ref52]−[@ref54]^ hence the development of ANM-based methods for exploring conformational transitions between known end points.^[@ref55]−[@ref60]^ We evaluated here the ANM modes intrinsically accessible to the isolated monomers and to the monomers in the dimers (called protomers), and compared them to the experimentally observed structural change ***d***~OF ↔ IF~ between the IF and OF states. Strikingly, dimerization dramatically increases the overlap between the ANM modes and the experimentally observed functional changes in structure. This suggests that dimerization increases the predisposition of NSS family members to undergo the global structural change---broadly termed alternating access,^[@ref61]^ and more recently described as rocking bundle mechanism^[@ref62]^---required for accomplishing their substrate transport.

Theoretical Methods {#sec2}
===================

System Preparation {#sec2.1}
------------------

Equilibrated OF*o* and IF*o* conformers for LeuT dimer, based on the respective PDB structures^[@ref12]^3TT1 and 3TT3, were taken from our recent study.^[@ref39]^ No dimeric structure has been resolved to date for IF LeuT dimer. However, comparison of LeuT crystal structures shows that the interfacial helices TM9 (K376-F395) and TM12 (V483-R507) undergo minimal movements, if any, between the OF and IF states. The dimeric IF*o* structure was therefore modeled by registering the helices TM9 and TM12 in the same conformation as the OF*o* dimer (see [Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}A and B), and subjected to energy minimization and equilibration protocols described earlier.^[@ref40],[@ref39]^ Briefly, each dimer was embedded in a 1-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-phosphatidylethanolamine (POPE) membrane bilayer of size 155 × 110× 53 Å^3^ surrounded by a 150 mM NaCl aqueous solution, with at least 19 Å of lipid padding along the *x*/*y* axes and 18 Å of water along the *z*-axis. TIP3P water molecules and POPE head groups were modeled explicitly, whereas united-atom model was used for the POPE acyl chains.^[@ref63]^ All simulations were performed using NAMD-2.8^[@ref64]^ with CHARMM36 force field for lipids and proteins and the CMAP correction.^[@ref65]^ Structures were equilibrated with harmonic constraints on the protein backbone and substrate/Na^+^ atoms using force constants of 10 and 4 kcal.mol^--1^ Å^--2^ for the first 10 and following 20 ns, respectively. After equilibration, residue substitutions were performed to construct the WT LeuT; and a second energy minimization followed by 20 ns MD run was performed, with a force constant of 2 kcal.mol^--1^ Å^--2^. Finally, cMD simulations were performed for 20 ns for further relaxation.

For constructing the hDAT dimer, we used the conformers sampled in our recent multimicroseconds aMD simulations of hDAT.^[@ref21]^ Conformers subjected to 2--10 ns cMD equilibration before transitioning into the OF*c* state were used as representative of the OF*o* state of the monomer; and the IF conformers temporarily stabilized after dopamine release were selected for representing the monomeric IF*o* state. These were used to construct models for hDAT dimer using the dimer docking module of Cluspro.^[@ref67]^ For each docking run, up to 30 best-scoring models were generated, which were then sorted based on four criteria: (1) stabilization of a symmetric or pseudosymmetric conformation; (2) positioning of the N- and C- termini to face the IC region; (3) proper orientation of aromatic residues (i.e., tryptophan) on the EC and IC sides to enable the anchoring to the lipid bilayer; and (4) preservation of interfacial contacts in different conformational states. These requirements were met by a few models only, the alignment of which is presented in [Figure S1A](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.jpcb.6b09876/suppl_file/jp6b09876_si_001.pdf) (OF*o* dimer) and [Figure S1B](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.jpcb.6b09876/suppl_file/jp6b09876_si_001.pdf) (IF*o* dimer). Both sets of models robustly shared the same type of interhelical contacts at their monomer--monomer interface. The root-mean-square deviation (RMSD) between any pair of dimeric conformers is smaller than 2.0 Å for OF*o* dimers, and 4.5 Å for IF*o* dimers. A representative conformer from each set (which showed the lowest RMSD with respect to all others) was selected for further refinement. The representative conformer was first placed in pre-equilibrated POPC and fully equilibrated TIP3 waters in a box of size 140 × 140 × 100 Å^3^; energy-minimized for 50 000 step, followed by 0.5 ns runs at constant volume and temperature (*T* = 310 K) (NVT) and subsequent 4 ns runs at Nosé--Hoover constant pressure and temperature (1 bar, 310 K) (NPT), during which the protein was fixed, and the constraints on POPC head groups were gradually released. Then, the constraints on the protein backbone were released (from 10 kcal/mol to zero) within 3 ns. Finally, the unconstrained hDAT dimers were subjected to NPT simulations of 100 ns.

Closer examination of the monomeric structures in the IF*o* and OF*o* dimers, presented in [Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}C,D, shows significant differences in the orientation of their TM1a-b, TM6a, and TM10 helices, consistent with the structural characteristics of the monomeric structures (see also [Figure S1C](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.jpcb.6b09876/suppl_file/jp6b09876_si_001.pdf)). The dimerization interface is supported by two lines of experimental evidence (not used in model): (1) the Javitch group^[@ref24]^ showed that the hDAT dimer could form disulfide bridges between the Cys306 residues at the TM6 segment of each monomer; and (2) Torres et al.^[@ref28]^ proposed that the TM2 segment contributed to interfacial interactions in the hDAT dimer.

Anisotropic Network Model and Comparison with Experiments {#sec2.2}
---------------------------------------------------------

In the ANM,^[@ref47]^ harmonic potentials of uniform force constants γ are adopted for all residue pairs within an interaction cutoff distance *r*~c~, such that the total potential for a network of *N* residues isHere, *R*~ij~ and *R*~ij~^o^ are the instantaneous and original distances between the i^th^ and j^th^ C^α^-atoms. Γ is the Kirchhoff matrix, whose ij^th^ element, Γ~ij~, is equal to −1 if *R*~ij~^o^ \< *r*~c~ and Γ~ij~ = 0 otherwise;*r*~c~ is taken as 15 Å. *V*~ANM~ lends itself to a concise expression in terms of the components *x*~ij~, *y*~ij~, and *z*~ij~ of *R*~ij~^o^ for the Hessian ***H***~ANM~, a symmetric 3*N* × 3*N* matrix composed of 3 × 3 blocks ***H***~ij~ of the formfor i ≠ j, and the diagonal blocks are found from the negative sum of off-diagonal blocks on the same row (or column). eigenvalue decomposition of ***H***~ANM~ yields 3*N*-6 nonzero eigenvalues (λ~1~ ≤ λ~2~ ≤··· \< λ~3N-6~,). The eigenvector ***u***~*k*~^T^ = \[*u*~*k*~^X1^,*u*~*k*~^Y1^,*u*~*k*~^Z1^,..*u*~*k*~^ZN^\] (for 1 ≤ *k* ≤ 3*N*-6) describes the normalized displacements of the *N* residues in 3D, driven by the *k*^th^ mode. ANM modes can be readily evaluated using the ANM server.^[@ref68]^

To compare the ANM-predicted modes of motion with experimental data, first we define the unit directional vector, ***d***~OF↔IF~, that describes the conformational difference between the two (experimentally known) end states of the examined structure. We focus here on global structural changes (OF↔IF), hence the omission of suffix *o*, in IF*o* or OF*o* states, which refers to local conformations of gating residues. ***d***~OF↔IF~ is given bywhere ***R***^OF^ is the 3*N*-dimensional conformational vector (of the coordinates of all C^α^-atoms) in the OF state, and ***R***^IF^ is that of the IF state, after optimal alignment of the two conformers. In the present case, the conformers were aligned by superposing their helices TM3 and TM8, which were practically unchanged between the two end points. The level of similarity between the ANM mode k accessible to OF state, ***u***~k,OF~, and the targeted transition OF → IF is measured by the overlap or correlation cosine^[@ref48]^and a similar expression holds for *O*~k, IF~. *O*~k, OF~ represents the fractional contribution of the k^th^ mode (accessible to the OF state) to the change OF → IF. A high overlap achieved by a small set of soft modes (e.g., *k* ≤ 10) indicates the predisposition of the structure to easily undergo these functional changes. We calculated the overlaps for (i) the individual monomers (in isolated state) and (ii) the protomers as part of the dimeric structures, using both the OF and IF states as initial conformers. Note that the 3N-6 ANM modes form a complete orthonormal set of 3N-dimensional basis vectors describing all possible directions of structural changes for the *N* residues in 3D space, such that cumulative overlap over m modessums up to 1 for m = 3N-6. A high cumulative overlap (e.g., \> 0.80) obtained with a small number of soft modes (e.g., top 5--10) indicates the predisposition of the structure to undergo the reconfiguration ***d***~OF↔IF~([@ref52]−[@ref54])[eqs [4](#eq4){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq4){ref-type="disp-formula"} and [5](#eq5){ref-type="disp-formula"} are directly adopted for the isolated monomers. For the protomers, on the other hand, we express ***u***~k,OF~ as ***u***~k,OF~^T^ = \[***u***~A,k,OF~^T^***u***~B,k,OF~^T^ \], where ***u***~A,k,OF~ represents the portion (one-half) of the eigenmode corresponding to protomer A, and superscript T denotes the transpose. Because this portion is not normalized, the overlap of individual modes with ***d***~OF↔IF~ is found from O~A,k~. *O*~A,k,OF~ provides a quantitative measure of the propensity of protomer A to undergo the OF→IF transition based on the modes accessible to the protomer in the dimer. As to the evaluation of the cumulative overlap, we use in [eq [5](#eq5){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq5){ref-type="disp-formula"} the unit directional vectors alongfor 1 ≤ *k* ≤ 3N-6. The second term in [eq [6](#eq6){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq6){ref-type="disp-formula"} ensures that the components of ***u***~A,k,OF~ used in the cumulative overlap are orthonormalized, and summation over all modes is identically equal to 1.

Results and Discussion {#sec3}
======================

LeuT: Dimerization Facilitates the Reconfiguration between OF and IF States {#sec3.1}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------

Our first goal was to examine to what extent the soft modes predicted by the ANM (at the lowest frequency end of the spectrum) concur with the experimentally observed structural change ***d***~OF↔IF~ between the IF and OF end states. [Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}A and C display the overlaps between the modes, ***u***~*k*~, predicted by the ANM (1 ≤ *k* ≤ 10) and ***d***~OF↔IF~. ANM modes were computed for the OF (A) or the IF (C) conformer (as initial structure), and the overlaps are reported for the TM helical domains as the main determinants of the OF and IF states. Two sets of results are presented in each panel: (i) for the isolated monomers (blue bars), and (ii) for the protomers in the dimeric structures (red bars). The modes predicted for the monomers exhibit modest overlaps with experiments, with the highest value obtained for ANM mode 2 (ANM2) of the OF monomer (A). In contrast, the ANM modes for the protomers show significantly higher overlaps with the experimentally observed structural change. Thus, dimerization enhances the ability of the monomers to undergo soft modes that are in remarkable agreement with the functional change in structure sampled during the transport cycle. In particular, ANM3 for the OF dimer yields an overlap of 0.74; and ANM3 for IF dimer, 0.69. The collective movements along these modes are illustrated in [Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}B and D for the respective OF*o* and IF*o* dimers. It is remarkable to see that a single mode, out of 3N-6 accessible to the dimeric structure, can help achieve about 70% of the change required to transition from OF to IF state. Therefore, the protomers in the dimers are strongly predisposed to undergo the transition between the OF and IF states, while this tendency is weaker in the monomeric state.

The softest mode that favors the functional transition of LeuT protomer is closely shared between the OF and IF dimers. [Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} compares the residue displacements along the mode 3 (ANM3) and those taking place during the OF*o* ↔ IF*o* transition, for the OF*o* (A) or the IF*o* (B) conformers. ANM3 in either case practically shows the same features, and may be viewed as the opposite direction fluctuations of the same soft mode shared by the two end points. As can be seen in the insets in panels A and C of [Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} as well as panels B and D, the most outstanding feature of this mode is the reorientations of the C-terminal half of TM1 (TM1b) and N-terminal half of TM6 (TM6a) with respect to TM3 and TM8, in line with the opening/closing of the EC thick gate (Krishnamurthy et al.^[@ref12]^ provide a detailed description of the EC gate). In the OF state, ANM3 contributes to the opening of the IC vestibule by rotating TM1a and 6b, and in the IF state, it drives the closure of the same vestibule. In addition, in the OF*o* state, the same mode drives the concerted movements of the helices TM2, 5, 7, and 11 toward their IF*o* coordinates. ANM3 of the IF*o*, on the other hand, drives the reverse movements.

![Comparison of residue displacements predicted by ANM mode 3 and that observed between two known conformations (OF and IF) of LeuT. The change in C^α^-coordinates between OF*o* and IF*o* forms (gray thick curve), and the ANM3-driven distribution of residue motions (black) for the OF*o* state (A) and the IF*o* state (B) are shown. The absolute values are obtained by uniformly rescaling the profile to match the norm of the displacement vector ***d***~OF↔IF~. TM helices are highlighted in colors in accord with those in [Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}.](jp-2016-098764_0003){#fig3}

A closer look reveals that the soft modes that predominantly enable the OF ↔IF transition are unique to dimeric state; they are acquired upon dimerization. We further examined to what extent the intrinsic motions accessible to the isolated monomers are retained in the dimer. The correlation maps in [Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}A,B display the correlation cosines between the ANM modes for the monomer and those for the protomer in the dimer. We note that the ANM modes that facilitate the transition between the IF and OF states are acquired in the dimeric state only. ANM mode 3 is hardly observable in the monomer. Dimerization appears to add 2 or 3 new global modes of motion to the lowest frequency end of the spectrum (bottom rows in maps A and B). The same feature can be discerned in the eigenvalue spectra presented in [Figure S2](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.jpcb.6b09876/suppl_file/jp6b09876_si_001.pdf). Dimeric structures have access to a larger number of low frequency modes (i.e., the slowest modes of the dimers entail lower frequency movements compared to the monomers). A handful of soft modes accessible to the dimer reach a cumulative overlap of more than 0.80 with the structural change between the IF and OF forms, which is much higher than those of the monomer. [Supplementary Figures S3 and S4](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.jpcb.6b09876/suppl_file/jp6b09876_si_001.pdf) compare the cumulative overlap plots for the monomers (blue squares) and protomers (red dots), evaluated for the OF (Figure S3) and IF (Figure S4) structures. Notably the softest three modes alone accessible to the protomers achieve a cumulative of ≥0.75 in both cases, whereas the corresponding overlaps for the monomers remain ≤0.30.

![Correlations between the modes accessible to the isolated monomer and the protomers in the dimer. Shown here are the correlation cosines of the first 10 ANM modes of the (A) OF*o* monomer (abscissa) and OF*o* protomer in the dimer (ordinate), (B) IF*o* monomer (abcissa) and IF*o* protomer in the dimer (ordinate), and (C) protomers in IF*o* dimer (abscissa) and OF*o* dimer (ordinate). The correlation cosines for the protomers were calculated by taking half of the dimeric ANM modes (for one protomer) and then normalizing them to become unit vectors.](jp-2016-098764_0004){#fig4}

Comparison of ANM modes predicted for the OF*o* and IF*o* dimers ([Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}C) shows that the two dimeric structures (OF and IF) robustly select highly similar soft modes, which provide a direct conduit for their interconversion. ANM3 predicted for OF*o* dimer shows a correlation cosine of 0.93 with ANM3 of IF*o* dimer. The comparison of the overlaps (with ***d***~OF↔IF~) achieved by the individual modes accessible to the OF*o* and IF*o* dimers illustrated in [Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} and [Figure S5](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.jpcb.6b09876/suppl_file/jp6b09876_si_001.pdf) further discloses the close similarity between the soft modes favored by either dimer.

Taken together, we found that dimerization of LeuT alters the intrinsic dynamics accessible to the protomers toward favoring the functional transitions (OF *↔* IF) ([Figures [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}--[4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). In particular, an enhancement in the mobility of TM helices TM1 and TM6, and the EC-exposed loops EL2 and EL4 is observed in the dimer ([Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}B).

The effect of dimerization on the equilibrium fluctuations of monomers can be detected in the B-factors reported in the recent crystallographic study of Nissen and co-workers,^[@ref13]^ shown in [Figure [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}. Comparison of the B-factors reported for the isolated monomers and those in the dimer shows that dimerization induces an enhanced mobility in TM1 and TM6 helices, and in EL2 and EL4 loops in both subunits. These coincide with the regions shown by the ANM3 to exhibit increased mobility in favor of the transition from the OF to IF state.

![Comparison of B-factors in LeuT dimer and monomer. (A) The crystal structures of LeuT dimer (PDB: 5JAE) and T354H mutant monomer (PDB: 5JAG) in the outward-facing sodium free state.^[@ref13]^ The B-factors are color-coded using the same scale from low (red) to high (blue) values. (B) Comparison of the B-factors in the monomer and two different subunits in the dimer (left panel). TM1, TM6, EL2, and EL4 exhibit an enhanced mobility in the dimer, consistent with the predicted mode 3 for the dimers. Panel C is reproduced from here from [Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}B to ease the comparison.](jp-2016-098764_0005){#fig5}

hDAT: Dimerization Facilitates hDAT Transitions between OF and IF States {#sec3.2}
------------------------------------------------------------------------

ANM analysis performed for hDAT monomers and dimers in their IF*o* and OF*o* states essentially yielded the same qualitative features as those obtained for LeuT. [Figures [6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}--[8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"} below for hDAT are the counterparts of [Figures [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}--[4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} for LeuT, and [Supplementary Figures S6--S9](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.jpcb.6b09876/suppl_file/jp6b09876_si_001.pdf) (for hDAT) are the counterparts of [Figures S2--S5](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.jpcb.6b09876/suppl_file/jp6b09876_si_001.pdf) (for LeuT). Dimerization has again a significant contribution to enhancing the propensity of the protomers to undergo the functional OF↔IF transition, as shown in [Figure [6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}A,B. ANM mode 3 obtained for the OF*o* dimer is illustrated in [Figure [6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}C. The C^α^-displacements driven by these modes are plotted in [Figure [7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}A against the change in residue positions described by ***d***~OF↔IF~. The close agreement confirms that this mode favored by the dimer architecture facilitates the transition of the protomers from OF state into IF*o* conformer. The most outstanding feature of ANM3 is the rearrangement of TM2, 5--7, 10, and 12 toward their respective IF*o* coordinates. ANM3 also contributes to the reorientation of TM1b and TM6a, essential to closing the EC vestibule, and to opening of the IC vestibule by rotating TM1a. ANM4 obtained for hDAT IF*o* dimer, on the other hand, is illustrated in [Figure [7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}B. ANM4 reorients TM1 in such a manner that the EC vestibule opens and the IC vestibule closes. In addition, it repositions TM2 and 10 toward their conformations in the OF*o* state.

![Overlap between ANM modes and the structural change ***d***(OF*o* ↔ IF*o*) for hDAT, and dominant modes that contribute to the transition. (A,B) The bars display the correlation cosines between ***d***(OF*o* ↔ IF*o*) and the ANM modes predicted for (A) OF and (B) IF states. Results for the protomers in hDAT dimer and the isolated monomers are shown by the respective red and blue bars. The ANM analysis for hDAT included the complete structures. For overlap calculations, all TM helices (TM1a, 1b, TM2-TM12), the IC helix IL5, and the EC loops EL2, EL3, and EL4a and b were used. (C,D) ANM modes that yielded high overlaps with ***d***(OF*o* ↔ IF*o*). Arrows indicate the displacements based on an RMSD of 5 Å in each mode. For clarity only arrows larger than 2.5 Å are shown.](jp-2016-098764_0006){#fig6}

![Comparison of the residue displacements driven by selected ANM modes and those observed between the OF and IF states of hDAT. The changes in C^α^-coordinates between OF*o* and IF*o* states (gray), and the predicted distribution of motions (black) are shown for (A) OF*o* structure, ANM mode 3, and (B) IF*o* structure ANM mode 4. TM helices are colored as in [Figure [6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}.](jp-2016-098764_0007){#fig7}

The cross-correlations between the ANM modes accessible to protomers within the dimers, and those accessible to the isolated monomers are presented in [Figure [8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}A,B. The modes that facilitate the transition (ANM modes 1--3 and 5) are not present in the hDAT monomer. Similarly, for the IF*o* state no counterpart for ANM1--3 of the dimer exists in the mode spectrum of the monomer. However, ANM4 of IF protomer shows an overlap of 0.64 with ANM1 of IF*o* monomer. The latter yields an overlap of 0.28 with the IF*o* → OF*o* transition ([Figure S8](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.jpcb.6b09876/suppl_file/jp6b09876_si_001.pdf)). Thus, dimerization improves this intrinsic ability of the monomer in addition to endowing new modes. [Figure [8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}C shows the similarity between ANM modes in the OF*o* and IF*o* states. The overlaps between OF*o* ANM3 and IF*o* ANM4 is 0.87, again indicating that the modes favoring the reconfiguration along OF↔IF are conserved among the two end states.

![Correlations between ANM modes computed for protomers in dimers and isolated monomers, starting from OF*o* and IF*o* forms. The correlation cosines between the first 10 ANM modes of (A) a protomer in the OF*o* dimer (ordinate) and OF*o* monomer (abscissa), (B) IF*o* protomer in dimer (ordinate) and IF*o* monomer (abscissa), and (C) protomers belonging to IF*o* dimer (ordinate) and OF*o* dimer (abscissa).](jp-2016-098764_0008){#fig8}

Conclusion {#sec4}
==========

In this study, we investigated the effect of dimerization on LeuT and hDAT structural dynamics using the ANM. ANM analysis has been applied to the monomeric and dimeric forms of two transporters that share the same fold: LeuT and DAT. The results highlight the significance of dimerization for promoting the transitions between the outward- and inward-facing states of either transporter. In the monomeric state, the intrinsic collective motions could account only for a moderate portion of the transition. Strikingly, in dimeric state, ANM-predicted soft modes were found to yield correlation cosines 0.60 to 0.70 with the global change OF*o* ↔ IF*o*. This is a remarkable result, as it indicates that dimerization favors the functional transition of each unit, which also suggests that those transporters in the dimeric state are likely to transport their substrate more efficiently than what would be expected from the sum of individual monomers.

It is important to note that the modes of motions that favor the transition rank among the softest modes (which are most accessible energetically). The significant overlap between these modes (in the dimeric state) and the conformational transitions that take place during the transport cycle suggests that dimerization may be an enhancing factor, if not a requirement, for achieving biological function in the NSS family of transporters. A major effect of dimerization is to stabilize the interfacial regions (TM9 and 12 in LeuT, and TM11, TM2, and TM6 in hDAT), while enhancing the movements of TM1, TM6, EL2, and EL4. Notably, comparison of the fluctuation spectra of monomeric and dimeric LeuT crystals indicated the same type of changes in the mobilities of individual segments upon dimerization ([Figure [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}).

Another interesting result was to see that the modes of motion that facilitated the transition were closely conserved between OF and IF states. OF*o* LeuT dimer ANM mode 3, which yielded an overlap of 0.74 with the OF*o →* IF*o* deformation vector, was also favored by the IF*o* LeuT dimer, with a correlation cosine of 0.93. A similar behavior was observed for hDAT dimer. The two modes of the OF*o* dimer, ANM3 and 5, which were found to closely agree with the functional transition, were highly similar to IF*o* modes ANM3 and 4. Overall our study provides one more evidence for the evolution of structures to intrinsically favor motions that are functional, as suggested earlier.^[@ref69]^ However, the striking result here is that, not only native inter-residue contact topologies of proteins, but also their oligomerization geometry has evolved to favor functional changes in structure.

In the current study, the predisposition to undergo a change, rather than the complete transition pathway, has been examined. There are several studies, including our own based on the ANM for exploring the transition paths between known end states,^[@ref55]−[@ref60]^ which provide rough estimates on energy barriers (in arbitrary units). For example, we recently investigated the LeuT energy based on 21 μs of MD simulations of the dimer,^[@ref39]^ and we have examined the transition pathway of LeuT monomer using the ANM pathway methodology.^[@ref54]^ We and others have also reported that the hydration of the Na2 site facilitates the conformational transition of hDAT from the OF to IF state.^[@ref21],[@ref44],[@ref45]^ In particular, the interaction of the N-terminus with PIP~2~ lipids was reported to induce spontaneous inward opening of hDAT.^[@ref44]^ The present study does not incorporate the effect of hydration, nor interactions with lipids; it focuses on the intrinsic "directions" or the softest movements accessible near the starting energy minimum. The results are robust and physically plausible, given that the linear approximation underlying elastic network models is strictly valid near energy minima.

The accessibility of the same mechanism of motion in opposite directions (e.g., ANM3 of OF and IF LeuT dimer) suggests that these modes may provide a conduit for the complete passage between these end points. We refrain however from speculating on detailed/complete transition pathway(s) and limit our analysis to clearly favored softest modes in the vicinity of the starting conformer. The cumulative overlaps demonstrate that completion of the transition requires the addition of higher frequency (stiffer) modes, or even an adaptive reevaluation of the mode spectra if local minima are visited. However, the dispersion of the modes also clearly demonstrates that the top-ranking modes that assist in the reconfiguration of the protomers along the targeted direction ***d***~OF↔IF~ are acquired in the dimeric state, and that they are softer (have smaller eigenvalue/frequency) than the softest modes accessible to the monomer. This analysis suggests that dimerization enhances the motility of some domains, and that the increased motions of those domains are in a direction similar to that required to undergo the OF ↔ IF transition.

Finally, the method of approach presented here for LeuT and hDAT is straightforward, and can be reproduced using our ANM server,^[@ref68]^ and adopted to comparing the predisposition of subunits in multimeric structures or complexes to undergo known transitions, compared to their ability to do so in the monomeric/uncomplexed state. This type of analysis may provide new insights into the gain or loss in biomolecular function induced multimeric assembly or complexation.

The Supporting Information is available free of charge on the [ACS Publications website](http://pubs.acs.org) at DOI: [10.1021/acs.jpcb.6b09876](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/abs/10.1021/acs.jpcb.6b09876).Alignment of computed hDAT dimer models; distribution of eigenvalues for LeuT structures in the dimeric and monomeric forms, shown for outward-facing (OF) and inward-facing (IF) states; cumulative overlaps between OF*o* ANM modes and the structural change *d*(OF*o* ↔ IF*o*) for LeuT; cumulative overlaps between IF*o* ANM modes and the structural change *d*(OF*o* ↔ IF*o*) for LeuT; overlap between orthonormalized ANM modes and experimentally observed structural change ***d***~OF↔IF~ for LeuT; distribution of eigenvalues for hDAT dimers and monomers, shown for outward-facing (OF) and inward-facing (IF) states; cumulative overlaps between OF*o* ANM modes and the structural change *d*(OF*o* ↔ IF*o*) for hDAT; cumulative overlaps between IF*o* ANM modes and the structural change *d*(OF*o* ↔ IF*o*) for hDAT; and overlap between orthonormalized ANM modes and structural change ***d***~OF↔IF~ for hDAT ([PDF](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.jpcb.6b09876/suppl_file/jp6b09876_si_001.pdf))
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